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History of Spent Nuclear Fuel (SNF)

• For more than 20 years, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) studied 
the viability of constructing a deep geological repository in the West, 
at Yucca Mountain.

• Obama Administration cancelled the Yucca Mountain project.
• Legal rulings and Congressional action may yet again lead to the 

active consideration of the site over the next several years.
• Two private-led ventures, both in the West – one in New Mexico and 

the other in Texas (NRC license revoked due to financial constraints) 
have begun to pursue hosting a facility for interim storage of SNF.

• DOE began the process to seek voluntary host site for storage and 
disposal of both SNF and high-level radioactive waste (HLW) (the 
process has since been shelved).
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Current Amendment to the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) includes the following provisions for Monitored Retrievable Storage (MRS) important to New Mexico:SEC. 143. CONDITIONS FOR MRS AGREEMENTS.(a) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary may not enter into an MRS agreement under section 142(b)(2) unless— 	(1) the monitored retrievable storage facility with respect to which the MRS agreement applies has been licensed by the Commission under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C. 2011 et seq.);	(2) the non-Federal entity that is a party to the MRS agreement has approval to store Department-owned civilian waste at such facility from each of—		(A) the Governor of the State in which the facility is located;		(B) any unit of general local government with jurisdiction over the area in which the facility is located; and		(C) any affected Indian tribe;	(3) except as provided in subsection (b), the Commission has issued a final repository decision; and	(4) the MRS agreement provides that the quantity of high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel at the site of the facility at any one time will not exceed the limits described in section 148(d)(3) and (4).(b) INITIAL AGREEMENT.—	(1) AUTHORIZATION.—The Secretary may enter into one MRS agreement under section 142(b)(2) before the Commission has issued a final repository decision.	(2) FUNDING.—There are authorized to be appropriated to carry out this subsection—		(A) for each of fiscal years 2020 through 2022, the greater of—			(i) $50,000,000; or			(ii) the amount that is equal to 10 percent of the amounts appropriated from the Waste Fund in that fiscal year; and		(B) for each of fiscal years 2023 through 2025, the amount that is equal to 10 percent of the amounts appropriated from the Waste Fund in that fiscal year.	(3) PRIORITY.—		(A) IN GENERAL.—An MRS agreement entered into pursuant to paragraph (1) shall, to the extent allowable under this Act (including under the terms of the standard contract established in section 691.11 of title10, 			Code of Federal Regulations), provide for prioritization of the storage of Department-owned civilian waste that originated from facilities that have ceased commercial operation.		(B) NO EFFECT ON STANDARD CONTRACT.—Nothing in subparagraph (A) shall be construed to amend or otherwise alter the standard contract established in section 691.11 of title 10, Code of Federal  			Regulations.	(4) CONDITIONS.—		(A) NO STORAGE.—Except as provided in subparagraph		(B), the Secretary may not store any Department-owned civilian waste at the initial MRS facility until the Commission has issued a final repository decision.Ensure that any interim storage site is not an indefinite storage site or repositoryThat any interim storage site is monitored by the federal government and that states have authority to enforce federal law.  



History of SNF cont.

• Western states through the Western Interstate Energy Board’s (WIEB) 
High-level Radioactive Waste (HLW) Committee, have engage with the 
DOE since the 1980’s to develop an acceptable transportation program 
for SNF and HLW.

• Western Governors’ policy: use the WIPP process.
• The HLW Committee, working with other state regional groups and affected 

Native American tribes, is qualified to assist DOE in developing a comprehensive 
transport safety program for SNF and HLW.

• The Blue Ribbon Commission recommendation: WIPP provides a 
“successful model.”

• In its January 2012 final report, the Blue Ribbon Commission (BRC) strongly 
recommended the WIPP transportation program as a model for federal 
partnership with states, recognizing that “[t]he WIPP facility…..provides a 
longstanding and highly successful model for partnering with states to achieve 
shared success in addressing issues related to the transport of nuclear materials.

• The BRC found that: “States have extensive experience with transportation 
issues and important roles to fulfill with respect to issues such as routing, 
inspections, training, emergency preparedness, communications, public 
information and security for radioactive materials and other hazardous 
shipments.”
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Western Governors’ Policy Resolution 2016-03: The policy of the twenty-one Western Governors provides that: “The WIPP Transportation Safety Program Implementation Guide is an excellent model for transportation planning, and a similar guide should be used as a base document for DOE transportation programs for shipments of spent nuclear fuel, High-Level Waste, and/or Greater Than Class C (GTCC) waste to any storage and/or disposal facility.”Blue Ribbon Commission Report to the Secretary of Energy, January 2012, page 85.In its January 2012 final report, the Blue Ribbon Commission (BRC) strongly recommended the WIPP transportation program as a model for federal partnership with states, recognizing that “[t]he WIPP facility…..provides a longstanding and highly successful model for partnering with states to achieve shared success in addressing issues related to the transport of nuclear materials.”2 The BRC found that: “States have extensive experience with transportation issues and important roles to fulfill with respect to issues such as routing, inspections, training, emergency preparedness, communications, public information and security for radioactive materials and other hazardous shipments.”



Section 145. NWPA 

• In General. – The Secretary may [select the site evaluated] under section 
144 that the Secretary determines on the basis of available information  to 
be [the most suitable] for a monitored retrievable storage facility authored 
under section 142(b)(1) that is an integral part of the system for disposal of 
spent nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste established under this 
Act.

• Limitation. – The Secretary may not select a site under subsection (a) until 
the Secretary recommends to the President the approval of a site for 
development as a repository under section 114(a).

• Notification Before Selection. – (1) At least 6 months before selecting a site 
under subsection (a), the Secretary shall notify the Governor and legislature 
of the State in which such site is located, or the governing body of the 
affected Indian tribe where such site is located, as the case may be, of such 
potential selection and the basis for such selection.

• (2)Before selecting any site under subsection (a), the Secretary shall hold at 
least one public hearing in the vicinity of such site to solicit 
recommendations of interested parties with respect to issues raised by the 
selection of such site.
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https://www.congress.gov/115/crpt/hrpt355/CRPT-115hrpt355-pt1.pdf



Western States Involvement

• Through the WIEB High Level Radioactive Waste committee:

• Develop Policy and Recommendations to the DOE as it 
relates to Spent Nuclear Fuel shipments;

• Remain actively involved in the Ad Hoc Working Group 
(group activities significantly reduced by DOE in FY18)

• Participate in conference calls, webinars, and face-to-face 
meetings with the DOE-NE, FRA, and the private rail 
carriers;

• Likelihood of a western state hosting an interim storage 
facility (private sector).
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Current Policy and Recommendation Papers submitted to the Western Interstate Energy Board for review and approval:Introduction – Addresses the Western states position on SNF and HLWWIPP Protocols – Recommends following the BRC recommendations to the Secretary, and using the WIPP Transportation Safety Plan model for planning shipments of SNF and HLW and commit to a collaborative approach to develop a rail transport safety program, and consistent with the Western Governor’ charge to their staff for WIPP, develop and maintain a transport system that is “safe and uneventful” for SNF/HLW transport.Physical Protection – The objective of this policy is to ensure the physical security of SNF and HLW shipments through Western states. The threat environment in which future shipments will take place is uncertain. It is vital that the shipments receive the highest possible degree of protection regardless of the entity shipping them. Because of the DOE’s ability to self-regulate may lessen shipment security requirements under the NWPA as amended, SNF shipments to a storage facility or repository by DOE would be self-regulated (owns shipment); NRC physical protection requirements are not required for DOE shipments (licenses must develop shipment plans in advance, use NRC-approved routes, coordinate with local law enforcement agencies, protect information about schedules; and, maintain regular communication between transports and control centers. If the DOE takes title, it would control the actual spent fuel shipment and can exempt itself from NRC standards if there is determination that national security or another critical interest requires different action.  WIEB recommendation: Apply NRC physical protection requirements to the DOE for SNF shipments.  Oldest Fuel First - To reduce the potential radiological exposure from spent nuclear fuel (SNF) casks in transport, and to reduce potential radiological releases in the event of a severe accident, DOE should adopt a policy of shipping “oldest fuel first.” By designing the initial transport program around the policy of shipping oldest fuel first from shut-down nuclear reactor sites, the potential radiological impacts of SNF shipments to either an interim storage facility or a repository will be lessened.Approximately 32,930 metric tons of SNF at 16 shut-down nuclear reactors at 13 utility sites in 10 states.NAS observed that: “The order for accepting commercial spent fuel that is mandated by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA)3 was not designed with the transportation program in mind. In fact, the acceptance order prescribed by the NWPA could require DOE to initiate its transportation program with long cross-country movements of younger (i.e. radiologically and thermally hotter) spent fuel from multiple commercial sites. There are clear transportation operations and safety advantages to be gained from shipping older . . . spent fuel first.”WIEB Recommendation:DOE should adopt a policy of shipping “oldest fuel first” for SNF shipments from shut-down nuclear reactors to either an interim storage facility or a repository. DOE should invoke provisions of the Standard Contract to prioritize shut-down nuclear reactors over operating reactors in terms of shipment priority. DOE should develop a shipping priority list predicated on risk assessment. Newer fuel already packaged in dual purpose casks should move down in shipment priority. Rail Route Safety - The U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) Rail Safety Program and revised Safety Compliance Oversight Plan (SCOP) should be fully implemented to help ensure the safe transport of spent nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste (SNF/HLW). Though the railroads have done much to reduce the accident rate, rail accidents are not rare.Rail accidents have several causes.Train collisions with vehicles are common.The Federal Rail Safety Program is intended to reduce rail accidents and increase rail transport safety.Six key disciplines:Operating practices;Track;Motive power and equipment;Hazardous materials; Highway-rail grade crossings; and,Rail infrastructure (e.g. bridges).The Rail Safety Program has challenges with increased rail traffic.States augment the rail safety systemUnder Federal Railroad Safety Act of 1970 and the Interstate Commerce Commission Termination Act of 1955, state and local regulation of railroad activities is “preempted,” leaving the federal government almost solely responsible for asserting public interests in railroad construction, operation, and abandonment (exceptions include voluntary agreements entered into with the railroad, traditional police powers on rail property (e.g. fire codes), and zoning of land for non-railroad purposes). Established a “state partnership program” under which state agencies assign appropriately-trained state personnel to work with the FRA regional offices to help implement the FRA Rail Safety Program (NM PRC).WIEB Recommendation – Fully implement the FRA rail safety program: disciplines #2: Track, #5: Highway-rail grade crossing, and #6: Rail infrastructure; Achieve and maintain FRA rail safety: disciplines #2: Track, #5: Highway-rail grade crossing, and #6: Rail infrastructure; Require state affirmation of rail safety implementation: disciplines #2: Track, #5: Highway-rail grade crossing, and #6: Rail infrastructure.Rail Inspections – Trains transporting SNF/HLW should be inspected by fully qualified inspectors, using a consistent approach which has been developed cooperatively with the help of Western states. The inspection protocol, the the extent practical, should be commensurate with the CVSA Level VI inspection program.The CVSA Level VI inspection for highway shipments has been successful. Designing comparable inspections for rail shipments – compared to truck shipments on highways, rail inspection standards will be more complex, and the inspection process more time consuming.Rail shipment inspections elements include:The “motive power” (i.e. the locomotive);The crew (i.e., training and experience regarding the special features of dedicated trains);The rail equipment (i.e., the rail cask, buffer, and escort cars)The cargo (i.e., the casks, their radiation levels, their loading on cask cars)The consist (i.e., the entire train and its cargo as prepare for shipment).En route inspection requirements – FRA requires inspection of shipments that travel greater than 1,500 miles traveled and that such inspections take place at crew change and/or refueling points (generally railyards).Not yet clear how this would be implemented.State inspection mandates – While most states do not currently mandate en route inspections of rail shipments of radioactive materials, some states do (Illinois).Not yet clear how states requiring en route inspections would coordinate the implementation of these mandates with the FRA (NM PRC expects to inspect end-of-route shipments).WIEB Recommendation: Western states must be involved with the development of a SNF/HLW rail inspection protocol; the SNF/HLW inspection protocol should be comprehensive:Initial inspections for sites without rail access; Arrangements to conduct en route inspections, desirably in conjunction with necessary crew changes and refueling; Clarifications regarding which variations from the protocol require an en route correction before continuing; That improvements in sensor and communications technology will be applied and adapted. 	



National Transportation Stakeholders Forum –
Rail/Routing Ad Hoc Working Group

• In 2015, the Department of Energy (DOE) created the 
Rail/Routing Ad Hoc Working Group

• The DOE plans to use rail as the primary mode for future 
transport of commercial spent nuclear fuel

• Due to gaps in knowledge at the federal, state, and tribal 
level regarding railroad operations, route selections, 
inspection procedures, and other aspects of rail shipments



Purpose of the Rail/Routing Ad Hoc 
Working Group

• Facilitate dialogue between federal staff from the 
DOE, the Federal Rail Administration (FRA), Tribes 
and states, and other transportation stakeholders, 

• To develop a common understanding of how future 
rail shipments of spent nuclear fuel will operate, 
and

• To identify outstanding issues or questions to 
resolve in advance of commencing shipping 
campaigns. 



Work Products of the Ad Hoc Working Group

• Develop a work plan for the group and revisit/revise.
• Develop a priority list of rail-related questions or issues.
• Identify one or more individuals to take the lead.
• Document investigation and discuss issues in white papers.
• Post white papers to Rail/Routing Working group site.
• Coordinate informational webinars.
• Organize sessions at the NTSF and other forums, as 

appropriate.
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Develop a work plan for the group, and revisit/revise every 6 months – The DOE plans to use rail as the primary mode for future transport of commercial spent nuclear fuel. Tribes and states participating in DOE’s National Transportation Stakeholders Forum (NTSF) mostly have experience with highway shipments of radioactive materials through the WIPP program. Develop a priority list of rail-related questions or issues to be investigated and addressed by the working group:Rail Route Selection Process and ConsiderationsReciprocal Rail InspectionsSecurityEmergency ResponseIdentify 1 or more individuals to take the lead for each issueDocument investigation and discussion of issues in white papers (or issue papers), collaborating with AHWG members and using input from relevant subject matter experts:Sample Route Analysis – Roger Thompson (TEMA) and Erica Bickford (DOE)Selection of Routes for Shipments of Spent Nuclear Fuel from Shutdown Reactors – Lisa Janairo (Midwest Council of State Governments) and Kelly Horn (Illinois IEMA)Post white papers to Rail/Routing Working Group wiki site, make available to NTSF communityCoordinate informational webinars for the benefit of the AHWG, and/or the NTSF community, as neededOrganize sessions at NTSF and other forums, as appropriate



Tasks of the Ad Hoc Working Group

• Address Nuclear Academy of Science/Blue Ribbon 
Commission (NAS/BRC) recommendations for mostly 
rail SNF shipping program

• Address NAS/BRC recommendation for using 
dedicated trains

• Address NAS/BRC recommendation to select routes 
for SNF transport
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NAS/BRC recommendationsSize and weight of packages necessitate using rail rather than truck as the primary mode of transport Dedicated trainsFor logistical reasons, the DOE will likely use dedicated trains, however, no formal policy decision will be made until there is a fully operational waste program and/or the DOE has concluded rate negotiations with rail carriers. FRA may revisit a proposed rule-making requiring dedicated trains.Select routes for SNF transportShipping destinations are not yet available due to required Congressional action on Yucca Mountain and the proposed Amendment 2017 to the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (https://archives-energycommerce.house.gov/sites/republicans.energycommerce.house.gov/files/documents/114/analysis/06-26-17%20FINAL%20NWPAA%20Doc.pdf).Provide for Consolidated Storage Options – The legislation authorizes DOE to contract with a non-federal entity to store spent nuclear fuel on an interim basis or to develop its own away-from-reactor, centralized storage facility, known as monitored retrievable storage. The bill directs DOE to prioritize activities relating to the agreement with a nonfederal entity. Such facility must hold an NRC license and have approval for use from the state, local government, and affected Indian tribes.



DOE FY18 Program Priorities

• Robust Interim Storage:
• Draft Implementation Plan for a private services model for 

transportation and storage of spent fuel

• Draft Implementation Plan for a government-owned, 
contract-operated (GOCO) model for transport and 
storage of spent fuel

• Collect materials and information that could be used for a 
later request for proposals to acquire interim storage and 
transportation services



Other FY18 Program Activities

• Continuing activities
• Engagement with tribal and state representatives

• Development of the Atlas Railcar

• Development of a generic design and topical 
safety analysis report (TSAR) for a pilot interim 
storage facility (ISF)

• Systems analysis tool maintenance
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The DOE is scaling back on its involvement with states and tribes due to budgetary concerns, and lack of direction from leadership. 



Route Selection and States’ Perspectives
Three main goals for the ideal route selection process:
• Promote safety and public acceptance of the shipping 

routes by making the federal government, not a private 
company, accountable for route selection;

• Allow resources (inspections, emergency response, etc.) to 
be focused by reducing the total number of potential 
routes; and

• Give states and communities sufficient time to prepare for 
shipments by eliminating the uncertainty regarding which 
routes will be used.
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Because of their primary role in protecting the public health and welfare, states have an interest on behalf of their citizens to become involved in route selection for all types of modes of radioactive materials shipments. The States recommend that the WIPP Transportation Safety Program be the model the DOE follows in planning.



Significant differences between rail and 
highway shipments must be addressed. 

• Rail shipments occur on privately owned property instead of in the 
public right-of-way

• Private sector partnership could occur without violating federal law.
• What role does New Mexico as a government oversight entity have?
• What are the expectations of the public?
• Response community impacted by derailment or other incidents.
• Are there environmental impacts in populated areas?
• What are the social risks for SNF and HLW shipments through or to New 

Mexico?
• The PRC expects to conduct end of route inspections for each SNF shipment
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Additionally, the technical and proprietary concerns with the Holtec model must be addressed as we move further in the SNF interim storage discussion.



Questions

?
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